We describe a multi-component matched filter cluster confirmation tool (MCMF) designed for the study of large X-ray source catalogs produced by the upcoming X-ray all-sky survey mission eROSITA. We apply the method to confirm a sample of 88 clusters with redshifts 0.05 < z < 0.8 in the recently published 2RXS catalog from the ROSAT all-sky survey (RASS) over the 208 deg 2 region overlapped by the Dark Energy Survey (DES) science verification (DES-SV) dataset. In our pilot study, we examine all X-ray sources, regardless of their extent. Our method employs a multi-color red sequence (RS) algorithm that incorporates the X-ray count rate and peak position in determining the region of interest for followup and extracts the positionally and color weighted optical richness λ MCMF as a function of redshift for each source. Peaks in the λ MCMF -redshift distribution are identified and used to extract photometric redshifts, richness and uncertainties. The significances of all optical counterparts are characterized using the distribution of richnesses defined along random lines of sight. These significances are used to extract cluster catalogs and to estimate the contamination by random superpositions of unassociated optical systems. The delivered photometric redshift accuracy is δz/(1 + z) = 0.010. We find a well defined X-ray luminosity-λ MCMF relation with an intrinsic scatter of δ ln(λ MCMF |L x ) = 0.21. Matching our catalog with the DES-SV redMaPPer catalog yields good agreement in redshift and richness estimates; comparing our catalog with the South Pole Telescope (SPT) selected clusters shows no inconsistencies. SPT clusters in our dataset are consistent with the high mass extension of the RASS based λ MCMF -mass relation.
constraints on the dark matter self interaction cross section to date (Sartoris et al. 2014; Robertson et al. 2017) , and offer many other insights into plasma physics and galaxy evolution. To use clusters for these various purposes, the clusters have to be first identified and their redshifts have to be measured.
One common challenge for most recent and upcoming cluster surveys is the large number of cluster candidates. One of these surveys is the eROSITA (Predehl et al. 2010 ) all sky X-ray survey, which will enable the selection of clusters using the X-ray emission from the hot plasma that fills the gravitational potential wells. The expected number of cluster candidates is ∼ 10 5 (Merloni et al. 2012) . Only a fraction of these candidates will have enough detected X-ray photons to enable a reliable redshift from X-rays alone. The majority, especially at high redshift and low mass, will require optical photometric redshift estimation. The Dark Energy Survey (Dark Energy Survey Collaboration et al. 2016, DES) dataset will provide this information for the majority of the overlapping eROSITA cluster candidates. Given the size of the sample and the need to precisely understand the selection for a cosmological analysis of the clusters, an automated and objective follow-up method is therefore needed.
In this analysis we present a matched filter method for finding the optical counterparts of an X-ray detected cluster sample. The method leverages the simple time evolution and clustering of the passive galaxy population in clusters. These so-called red sequence (RS) galaxies have been used previously to create large samples of clusters and groups for studies of cosmology (Gladders & Yee 2000; Gladders et al. 2007; Rozo et al. 2010; Rykoff et al. 2014) . Our method adopts the prior positional and flux information from the candidate selection in the X-ray when searching for a candidate. It allows for multiple optical counterparts for each candidate cluster, ranking them by the strength of their signal, given the prior X-ray information. Finally, we quantify for each counterpart the probability that it is a random superposition of a physically unassociated structure along the line of sight toward an X-ray cluster candidate. This information can be incorporated in cosmological analyses of the sample.
The ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS, Truemper 1982 ) is currently the best available all-sky X-ray survey. We therefore adopt faint source catalogs extracted from RASS to perform a systematic test of our algorithm. To do so we focus on a contiguous area of the DES Science Verification dataset (DES-SV) that overlaps the eastern side of the South Pole Telescope (SPT) survey area. This area was observed during the first commissioning and verification campaign with DECam (Flaugher et al. 2015) . While the DES-SV data are somewhat shallower than the expected DES final depth, the dataset provides the best representation of the final dataset currently available. The DES-SV footprint is shown in Fig. 1 .
In this paper we describe the data (section 2) and method (section 3) and its current performance (section 4) in verifying clusters and measuring their redshifts as part of an automated X-ray follow up. We examine the impact of contaminating stars (section 4.1) and characterize the cluster sample we extract from the RASS+DES-SV analysis (section 4.2). In section 5 we present our conclusions and comment on the expected number of clusters when applying our method to the full DES area. Throughout this paper we adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ω M = 0.3 and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
DATA
The data reduction and catalog creation follow closely that described in Hennig et al. (2017) . We therefore provide only a brief summary of the methods and data quality here.
Observations and Data Reduction
The DES-SV data were acquired between November 1, 2012 and February 2013. The data reduction is performed using our Cosmology Data Management system (CosmoDM), which is an improved version of the system used to process the Blanco Cosmology Survey Data (Desai et al. 2012) and is a prototype for the development of a data management system being prepared within the Euclid collaboration (Laureijs et al. 2011) . The data are first processed on a night by night basis, where cross-talk, bias and flat corrections are applied. Each CCD is considered separately; by correcting for varying pixel scale and the resulting persistent variation in sensitivity within each band, we reduce the positional variation of the zero point within each detector. We measure the persistent variation in sensitivity using star flats extracted using a subset of photometric exposures over the DES-SV period (Regnault et al. 2009; Schlafly et al. 2012; Hennig et al. 2017) .
A first astrometric calibration is performed on the individual exposures using SCAMP (Bertin 2006 ) with 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) as the absolute reference catalog. We employ a high quality distortion map that is derived from a large set of overlapping exposures. The residual scatter between our data and 2MASS is about 200 mas and is dominated by the positional accuracy of the reference catalog. Within our system a second astrometric calibration can be performed prior to the coaddition process using all overlapping exposures of a given tile. This second pass internal calibration results in an internal scatter of about 20 mas (less than a tenth of the pixel scale) around the best astrometric solution. For the photometry presented here this second correction was not applied, because our tests indicate no significant differences in the galaxy photometry with and without the correction.
For the SPT-East field of the DES-SV dataset we create coadds with tilings of size 62 ×62 on a grid with center offsets of 1 • . Neighboring tiles overlap each other by about 2 . The relative calibration of all single epoch images contributing to a tile is carried out for each tile independently, and the repeatability of the resulting calibrated single epoch stellar photometry is excellent (see Hennig et al. 2017) .
The coadds are created from PSF homogenized single epoch images where the target PSF is described by a Moffat function (Moffat 1972) with FWHM tuned to be the median of all contributing images within a single band. The coadds we employ for this analysis are median-combined to remove all artifacts. Following our previous work, the absolute photometric calibration is obtained using the stellar locus, where the absolute zero point comes from the 2MASS J band (Desai et al. 2012; Song et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2015) . We use an enhanced version of SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in dual image mode to carry out PSF-corrected model fitting photometric analyses of these images. The detection image is a coadd of the i and z band images for the tile. Following this approach we produce an ensemble of several hundred multi-band catalogs over the SPT-East region.
In the left panel of Fig. 2 , we show the distributions of the 10σ limiting magnitudes measured using the sky noise estimated within 2 diameter apertures in the coadd images. The kσ noise limiting magnitude is defined as m lim,kσ = Z − 2.5 log 10 kS sky
where Z is the zeropoint of the stack and S sky the median absolute deviation of the measured sky background, which is measured from 1000 randomly positioned apertures that exclude object flux. We find the median 10σ limiting magnitudes to be 24. 26, 23.97, 23.22 and 22.59 for the griz bands of the 223 SPT-East tiles for which such a measurement could be performed. We emphasize that because typically only about 60 percent of the DES-SV exposures meet the DES imaging requirements (see, e.g. Hennig et al. 2017) , that these limiting magnitudes are expected to be ∼ 0.3 mag shallower than the final DES survey depth. In the right panel of Fig. 2 , the red long-dashed, black solid, and blue short-dashed histograms denote the measured RMS scatter around the stellar loci of the same sample of SPT-East coadds. We show the dispersion in three colorcolor spaces of objects identified as stars, obtained from successive fits of the g−i vs. r −i, r −i vs. i−z, and g−r vs. r − J colors. The 2MASS J band is added to the fit to calibrate our measurements to an external photometric standard. For details of the methods, we refer the reader elsewhere (Desai et al. 2012; Hennig et al. 2017) . We measure the orthogonal scatter around the stellar loci to be σ gr−ri = 15 mmag, σ ri−iz = 31 mmag, and σ gr−rJ = 56 mmag, in very close agreement to the 17, 32, amd 57 mmag reported by Hennig et al. (2017) . This performance is significantly better than that achieved within the SDSS survey (Desai et al. 2012) .
Overplotted in the right panel of Fig. 2 as a solid, thick blue line, we present the RMS repeatability scatter distributions of the SPT-East tiles. This estimator compares measurements of the same source identified in the different over-lapping single epoch images that contribute to the coadd. Hence it measures the overall photometric stability of the data set, given the underlying instrumental and atmospheric conditions and the robustness of the calibration procedure. Following Desai et al. (2012) , we determine the repeatability scatter, which trivially increases towards fainter sources, in magnitude bins, from the brightest photometric bin only, where the photon statistics make a vanishingly small contribution to the scatter. This bin corresponds on average to a magnitude of 15.08 and only includes those tiles (between 185 for the z-band to 205 for the r-band) which deviate less than 1σ (1.08 mag) from this brightest-bin magnitude. We find median repeatability scatter of 9.6, 13.7, 13.8, and 11.7 mmag in the griz bands, with an overall median of 11.7 mmag. While this repeatability scatter is larger than the ∼ 8 mmag measured by Hennig et al. (2017) in DES observations of SPT cluster fields, reflecting the more variable observing depths and conditions, our repeatability scatter is significantly smaller compared to the earlier Blanco Cosmology Survey (Desai et al. 2012) and Pan-STARRS1 (Liu et al. 2015) surveys.
Galaxy Catalog
In total we use 225 tiles in the SPT-East region and in total have 208.7 deg 2 of unmasked area. We combine all individual tile catalogs and exclude multiple entries in the overlapping regions. Similarly to Hennig et al. (2017) , we separate galaxies from stars on the bright end by excluding all objects with spread_model less than 0.0025. This cut allows a clean separation between galaxies and stars down to i∼22 mag. Below this magnitude we attempt no stellar exclusion using object morphology. In this work we adopt a more conservative limit in i band that is derived for each tile by measuring where the catalog number density per magnitude starts to continuously fall below a best fit power law that was fitted to the region 19≤i≤21. Characteristically, this limit lies between i=22.2 and 22.7.
We note that this rather simplistic approach yields conservative limits and can be improved in future work that will involve larger areas or deeper X-ray data. We do not expect that the confirmation of RASS selected clusters will be limited by the depth of our DES optical data. However, we will return to this issue at a later point of this work.
The Second ROSAT All-Sky Survey Source Catalog
The second ROSAT All-Sky Survey source catalog (Boller et al. 2016, 2RXS) is based on the RASS-3 processed photon event files and uses an improved background determination and detection algorithm, compared to the predecessors: the ROSAT bright source catalog (Voges et al. 1999 ) and the ROSAT faint source catalog (Voges et al. 2000) . The final source catalog contains about 135000 detections down to the same detection likelihood as the 1RXS faint source catalog but without the additional lower limit on source photon counts. Further, Boller et al. (2016) states that this catalog is the largest and most reliable all-sky X-ray catalog available and will likely remain so until the first eROSITA catalogs are created. Thus, the 2RXS catalog is a well suited source for testing the optical follow up of eROSITA cluster candidates and creating cluster catalogs for cosmological studies. Even as the most reliable all-sky X-ray catalog, Boller et al. (2016) estimates using simulations that the 2RXS contains about 30 percent spurious detections over the full sky. The fraction of spurious detection show some dependency on the exposure time and a stronger dependency on likelihood threshold (Boller et al. 2016) . Table 1 in Boller et al. (2016) lists the spurious fraction in bins of existence likelihood for the average survey exposure time and for exposure times above 4,000 seconds. We use this table to assign a probability to be real to each 2RXS source. We find a slightly lower spurious fraction of 22 percent for the SPT-East region we study in this work. This difference is due to the proximity of the south ecliptic pole and the associated increase in exposure time in RASS, as can be seen in Fig. 1 . Although we assume the fraction of spurious sources is strongly suppressed by our optical confirmation tool, we cannot exclude chance superpositions of a spurious X-ray detection with a real optical counterpart.
The 2RXS catalog further offers measurements on source extent, source variability and hardness ratio. Due to the large RASS survey PSF with FWHM of ∼ 4 arcminutes (Boese 2000) , only a few clusters are reliably estimated as extended. Further, the typically low number of source counts of the majority of the sources do not allow precise measurements of hardness ratios and source variability for those sources. Only 0.4% of the 2RXS sources in our footprint show source variabilities above three sigma. Due to the lack of usefulness of those selection parameters we decided not to use them and consequently investigate all 2RXS sources for the possibility of being a cluster. From previous RASS based studies (Henry et al. 2006; Ebeling et al. 2013 ) and the estimated spurious fraction, we expect only of the order ∼ 10% of the 2RXS sources to be galaxy clusters. This leads to the fact that cluster confirmation becomes an important factor in this work.
We note that for a potential eROSITA based survey, the source extent can be used to produce very pure cluster catalogs up to high redshifts prior to the optical follow up, partially reducing the requirements in the optical data to provide photometric redshifts only.
CLUSTER CONFIRMATION METHOD
The optical counterparts of X-ray selected galaxy clusters can be identified in several ways, depending on the availability of optical pass bands and data quality. Methods are based on galaxy clustering, photometric or spectroscopic redshifts or on their appearance in color-magnitude space. The latter method is called the red-sequence (RS) method (Gladders & Yee 2000) and uses the fact that galaxy clusters contain many elliptical galaxies, which are dominated by a stellar population passively evolving since 2 < z < 5 (e.g., Bower et al. 1992; Ellis et al. 1997; De Propris et al. 1999; Lin et al. 2006 ). Those galaxies therefore show a strong 4000Å break, resulting in a tight color-magnitude relation for pass bands that include this break at a given redshift. This colormagnitude relation is called the RS and gives the method its name. We use the RS method together with the galaxy clus- tering information as the basis for constructing a matched filter for cluster verification and redshift estimation.
Our aim is the identification of X-ray selected galaxy clusters from the 2RXS catalog (Boller et al. 2016) . We therefore search for cluster candidates in the optical data at the location of every X-ray source that lies in the footprint of our SPT-East dataset. In this search we use the X-ray flux as a redshift dependent mass constraint, allowing us to identify the physically relevant radius within which to search for optical counterparts. This is done by calculating the cluster richness λ, which is the excess of the weighted sum of galaxies within this radius with respect to the expected number galaxies in the absence of a cluster. The weights can be seen as filter functions that follow the expected behaviour of cluster galaxies in color, magnitude and angular space and therefore maximize the chance to detect the cluster at the correct redshift. The final step to quantify the probability of a chance superposition of the X-ray and optical sources involves comparing the measured richness and redshift of the optical counterpart to the distributions of richness and redshift determined along random lines of sight where there is no 2RXS detection but similar X-ray exposure time.
The details of the different components of this multicomponent cluster matched filter confirmation tool (MCMF) are explained in the following subsections.
X-ray Luminosity
To define the region in which we are searching for counterparts, we need to estimate the X-ray luminosity under the assumption that the observed X-ray source is a galaxy cluster. The basis of the X-ray luminosity estimate for each source is the X-ray count rate in the 2RXS catalog. The count rate is obtained within a minimum aperture of 5 radius around each 2RXS position. If the extent of the source is found to be larger than this, the extraction radius is increased. In the SPT-East region, all but two of the sources have extraction radii equal to this minimum value.
Because fits to the X-ray spectra are only possible for a tiny fraction of the sources, we have to assume a spectral model with given temperature to obtain luminosities from the 2RXS catalog. We can convert the X-ray count rate to an X-ray luminosity in the 0.1-2.4 keV band using an APEC plasma model (Smith et al. 2001 ) of a certain temperature and metal abundance, a specific redshift and the appropriate neutral hydrogen column density. We create for this task a look up table for different redshifts, metal abundance, plasma temperatures and neutral hydrogen column densities.
For this work we fix temperature and metal abundance to 5 keV and 0.4 solar metallicity, respectively. We further assume that our fiducial luminosity L X , corresponds closely to L 500 , the luminosity in the 0.1-2.4 keV band within a radius within which the mean density is 500 times the critical density at the assumed cluster redshift. Although our fiducial luminosity is derived from count rates within a fixed aperture, we do not expect this inconsistency to be an important source of scatter given the large intrinsic scatter in the cluster L X -mass relation. It would result in a mass and redshift dependent bias. Assuming the X-ray surface brightness profile following a beta profile with β ≈ 2/3, the flux differs less than 6 percent for radii between 0.65 to 2 times r 500 from the value at r 500 . Such a small bias is not important for the analysis presented here. A more sophisticated iterative approach using a luminosity-temperature relation is planned in combination with re-centering and re-extraction of the X-ray count rate for the upcoming full DES analysis of the 2RXS catalog. All luminosities are presented in units of 10 44 erg s −1 .
Cluster Mass and Followup Region of Interest
We measure the cluster matched filter richness λ MCMF as a function of redshift along the line of sight toward each candidate. λ MCMF is extracted within a radius r 500 . We derive this radius using the estimated luminosity at that redshift and a L X -mass scaling relation. For this analysis we use the RASS based scaling relation given in Mantz et al. (2010b) , which has the form:
With the terms
which include factors of the normalized Hubble parameter, E(z) = H(z)/H 0 . As scaling parameter β 0 and β 1 we take 0.8 and 1.34 (as given in Table 7 , Mantz et al. 2010b ), assuming our fiducial X-ray luminosity is a reasonable estimate of L 500 . The exact choice of the scaling relation used at this stage of the project is not crucial, because we are mainly using these mass estimates to determine the region of interest within which we search for optical counterparts. The region of interest, r 500 , is finally derived from M 500 using our fiducial cosmology and the redshift.
Radial Filter
To use the clustering information in our code, we apply a radial weighting Σ(R) based on a Navarro, Frenk and White (NFW) profile (Navarro et al. 1997 ). The corresponding projected NFW that we use as a spatial weighting function is (Bartelmann 1996) 
where R s is the characteristic scale radius, and
We use a scale radius R s = R 500 /3, which is consistent with the typical concentration of RS galaxies found in massive clusters extending to redshift z ∼ 1 (Hennig et al. 2017 ). We adopt a minimum radius of 0.1h −1 Mpc, below which we set the radial weight to be constant (Rykoff et al. 2014) . The profile Σ(R) is truncated at the cluster radius R 500 (z), and the correction term C rad is chosen such that the radial filter is normalized as
The radial weight assigned to a galaxy i at a given radial distance R i from the assumed center is then simply,
Rykoff et al. (2012) showed that their matched filter richness is only weakly dependent on the shape of the radial filter. They found that the ratio of the intrinsic scatter of the L X − λ relation using a flat radial weight over that using an
015. The precise choice of the parameter values entering the NFW profile are therefore likely of low relevance and will be explored in future work, once a larger cluster sample is available.
Color-Magnitude Filter
To obtain a clean selection of RS galaxies, we use information from all the available bands rather than only using the bands that bracket the 4,000Å break. The basic requirement, then, is that a cluster galaxy candidate has to be consistent with a passively evolving galaxy in all colors, even if there is no tight RS visible at a given redshift and color.
As a baseline RS model we use the same models as described in Hennig et al. (2017) . Those models have been used for a DES study of galaxy populations of massive, SunyaevZel'dovich Effect selected clusters up to a redshift of 1.1 (see also Zenteno et al. 2011; Song et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2015; Zenteno et al. 2016) . Because the models are meant to describe the RS in color-magnitude space, where the filter combination includes the 4,000Å break and the next reddest band, it is not guaranteed that the model performs well for other filter combinations. We therefore use two galaxy cluster subsamples from the SPT survey with spectroscopic cluster redshifts (Ruel et al. 2014; Bayliss et al. 2016 ) to calibrate the RS models and estimate the width of the RS for a given redshift and color. In this tuning process we keep the slope fixed to that from the model and just allow the normalization to vary. Furthermore, we estimate the total scatter (observational plus intrinsic) of the RS in each color. Ultimately, we may return to the underlying RS model and tune it in a less ad hoc manner once we extend the analysis to the full DES dataset.
We define all galaxies that lie within three times the standard deviation from the RS model in color-magnitude space in all of the following color combinations (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) = (g − r, r − i, i − z) to be candidate cluster members. We weight each cluster galaxy candidate i with a redshift z dependent value
where
is the value of a normalized Gaussian function at color offset ∆c i, j = c i, j − c(z) j , where for band j and redshift z the expected RS color and measurement standard deviation are c(z) j and σ c j (z), respectively. We normalize the weights by N(σ c 1 (z), σ c 2 (z), σ c 3 (z)), which is the average weight of a population of galaxies that follows the expected distribution of a cluster at the investigated redshift.
Luminosity Cut and Incompleteness Correction
We do not apply a luminosity based weight to the galaxies, but we limit the number of galaxies investigated at a given redshift by selecting only galaxies that are brighter than i m * (z) + 1.25, where m * (z) is the expected characteristic magnitude for a cluster at redshift z. This magnitude cutoff can exceed the completeness limit c lim of the data at higher redshift in some locations within the SPT-East region. These clusters would be still detectable, but the estimated richness would be biased low. We account for this effect by rescaling the measured richness to c lim by using the correction factor
where S(m * (z), m, α) is the Schechter function (Schechter 1976) , in which m * (z) is the characteristic magnitude expected at redshift z. The faint end slope α is set to α = −1 in our analysis, but it can be adjusted with redshift and mass to match any measured trends (e.g. Zenteno et al. 2016) . Assuming the galaxy population follows the Schechter function, equation (9) gives the fraction of galaxies brighter than the completeness limit compared to the number of galaxies that would be brighter than m * (z) + 1.25. When m * (z) + 1.25 < c lim we set C cmp =1.
Masking and Background Estimation
At each RASS position we select all sources within a distance of 0.5 degrees. We create a smoothed source density map with a pixel scale of 2 , using a box-car smoothing with box size that contains on average 16 sources. We use square and rectangular boxes to further improve the detection and the modeling of masked regions. This robustly masks regions around very bright sources, accounting for the complex edges of the DES-SV area and non-uniformities in the shapes of very bright sources. The number of unmasked pixels gives the available area for the background and cluster counts. These mask images are also used to adapt the normalization of the radial weight, accounting for masked regions.
We use two different approaches to estimate the background correction for a cluster at a given redshift. The global background approach uses a merged source catalog of tiles with similar or higher completeness limits than that estimated locally. This approach takes advantage of the increased statistics that comes with larger area but is also not sensitive to variations in local image properties such as image depth variation or stellar density. The local background approach uses all sources within the range r 500 < r < 0.5 degrees. This follows the local conditions more closely, which becomes increasingly important at the higher redshifts probed by our method.
Identifying Cluster Candidates and Estimating Redshifts
We define our filtered richness λ MCMF as
the sum of the color and the radial weight over all cluster candidates minus the scaled background, where j runs over all background galaxies that fulfill the same color and magnitude cuts as for the cluster candidates. Here the elements A cl and A BG correspond to the unmasked cluster and background area and A tcl to the total area within r 500 (z). λ MCMF is calculated for redshifts between 0.01<z<1.15 in steps of δz = 0.005. For each λ MCMF estimate, we calculate the uncertainty ∆λ MCMF assuming Poisson statistics. We call the ratio of the λ MCMF measurement to the Poisson uncertainty the signal to noise ratio S = λ MCMF /∆λ MCMF of the detection. The distribution of λ MCMF versus redshift is searched for up to five peaks. These peaks are then subsequently fitted with Gaussian functions, and the three most significant peaks are kept for further analysis. To improve the robustness of the fits and to avoid confusion with multiple peaks, we restrict the fitting range to be |z − z peak | < 0.08 for z < 0.2, z peak < 0.10 for z < 0.2 and z peak < 0.15 for z > 0.4. The best fit provides the richness and redshift estimate for each peak. No deblending of nearby peaks is performed. The search for peaks is performed for the global and the local background approach independently; however, we generally use the local approach for redshifts above z = 0.15 and the global approach at lower redshifts. Fig. 3 shows three examples of clusters identified with MCMF, and Fig. 4 shows an example of a RASS candidate with multiple optical counterpart peaks along the line of sight.
To obtain optical positions for each of the identified peaks, a weighted galaxy density map is created by using a Voronoi Tessellation method and then smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 250 kpc size. The weighting is performed by using the derived color weights from the richness estimator at the redshift of the identified peak. This efficiently suppresses the signal from structures at other redshifts and reduces the median offset between SPT centers and galaxy density centers by 0.1 or 16 percent compared to the unweighted estimates (for discussion of offsets between SPT and optical positions see Song et al. 2012; Saro et al. 2015) . Finally, we use SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to identify the galaxy density peak that lies nearest the X-ray candidate position.
Quantifying Probability of Random Superposition
To estimate the chance of random superpositions of unrelated optical clusters onto lines of sight corresponding to X-ray sources, we apply our method to random positions in the survey field (see also Saro et al. 2015) . In this estimate we exclude 6 radius regions around the 2RXS X-ray positions and exclude also regions with low RASS exposure times. The lower exposure time cut ensures that the median X-ray exposure time in the region where random lines of sight are evaluated is similar to that in the region where the 2RXS followup is carried out. For this analysis we use 2,587 random positions, and we run our code using X-ray count rates corresponding to the 25, 50, 75 and 95 percentiles of the count rate distribution of RASS sources that overlap the SPT-East region. Then, for each peak found at a RASS position, we calculate the fraction P λ of sources in the random catalog with |z R ASS − z r and | < 0.075 that have richnesses equal to or below the richness found for the RASS cluster candidate. Because the aperture of the cluster finder is based on the Xray count rate, we use the random catalog where the count rate is closest to that of the RASS cluster candidate. This fraction corresponds to the probability that the optical cluster counterpart identified for a particular RASS source at a given redshift and mass is real as opposed to a random superposition of an unassociated optical system.
As an alternative approach, we also estimate the fraction P s of sources in the random catalog with |z R ASS − z r and | < 0.075 that have a signal to noise ratio S equal to or below that found for the RASS cluster candidate. This estimator accounts for the local variations in imaging depth as well as the effects of masking, but at the price of partially loosening the correlation between X-ray detection probability, mass and redshift.
APPLICATION TO RASS AND DES-SV DATASETS
We test our method by applying it to the RASS and DES-SV datasets described in section 2. Below we first discuss the performance of the matched cluster filter in the face of stellar contamination (section 4.1). Then in section 4.2 we present the cluster sample and examine its characteristics, including the photometric redshift accuracy, the optical-Xray scaling relations and the center offset distributions. Finally, in section 4.3 we compare our cluster sample to three other samples extracted over the same sky area.
Sensitivity to Stellar Contamination
Stars can interfere with our followup of galaxy clusters if they slip through our cluster filter, creating fake signals, affecting galaxy colors by reflected light or being X-ray emitters by themselves. In this section we address these issues by performing two tests. The cluster confirmation method we present will be applied over a large area and therefore has to be robust against large changes in the stellar density. The changes in stellar density are especially large in the DES-SV region, due to its proximity to the Magellanic clouds. Our dataset is therefore well suited for these tests.
Stars and Star Clusters
The first test uses a catalog of only stars and measures what fraction of the input signal makes it through our cluster filter. To obtain a clean star catalog, we use the DECam observations of the COSMOS field and match the detected sources with stars from the COSMOS photo-z catalog (Ilbert et al. 2009 ). No radial filtering or weighting is used in the test. Rather, the input catalog is filtered by color and magnitude, and as a last step the cut in spread_model is applied. The output signal is normalized to the number of stars falling into the magnitude range used for a given redshift. We run this test for several limiting magnitudes, and the result for the case of i=22.5 can be seen in Fig. 5 . As already mentioned, the cut in spread model is reliable to an apparent magnitude of 22. Because of that and because of the magnitude dependency of the used color filters we do not expect a significant signal up to redshifts of z≈ 0.5. This is reflected in Fig. 5 , where the signal stays well below 0.01 up to a redshift of 0.55. At a limiting magnitude 22.5 the signal increases to a maximum of 5.2 percent and for a limiting magnitude of 23 the normalized signal reaches a maximum of 6 percent. Our cluster followup algorithm employs a local background subtraction for redshifts greater than z=0.15. Therefore a false signal by stars can only be created by a local over density of stars within the investigated aperture of r 500 .
To explore the impact of star clusters, we perform a second, more extreme test. We identify 29 star clusters in our field and use their locations as an input catalog for our cluster finder. We use the observed medium luminosity from our RASS sources to define our aperture and radial filter. In one out of 29 positions the filter returns a λ MCMF that fulfills our selection criteria to be an optical counterpart of an X-ray source. Two other positions have a λ MCMF that exceed three times the Poisson based measurement error. An investigation of the optical images and galaxy density maps for those three cases reveal two real galaxy clusters next to the position of the star clusters. In fact, two of three star clusters are very close to one another, and thus it is the same galaxy cluster that is found in both cases. Pseudo-color images showing the star and galaxy clusters are shown in Fig. 6 . The redshifts for the clusters are z=0.16 and z=0.48 and therefore below the redshift range where we expect contamination by stars. We note that due to the vicinity to the LMC a significant fraction of the investigated star clusters consist of young stars associated to the LMC. A repetition of this test with globular clusters is therefore planned once a greater number is observed within the DES.
Finally, we investigate the impact of scattered light caused by bright stars by searching the UCAC4 catalog (Zacharias et al. 2012) for bright (V<11 mag) sources within 2 of 2XRS X-ray positions. We investigate the images and galaxy density maps for all 33 cluster candidates that fulfill our standard quality cuts and have a bright source near them. For moderately bright stars we do not observe any effects on the galaxy density contours, indicating that if there are regions affected, these are smaller than the typical smoothing scale. For the brightest sources the region around the star gets masked due to a lack of identified objects in the photometric catalog. Thus, the net impact of bright stars is to reduce the area over which optical followup of X-ray sources is possible.
X-ray Emitting Stars
X-ray emitting stars tend to be extremely bright in the optical, and therefore we can use this information to remove any random superpositions of X-ray emitting stars with optical clusters of galaxies. The majority of X-ray emitting stars detected in RASS are too bright to have a valid DES measurement; we therefore cross match our 2RXS catalog with the UCAC4 catalog. In Fig. 7 we show the distribution of UCAC4 sources above 1 and below 0.5 offset to the X-ray positions. UCAC4 sources with small offsets and therefore high probability of being an optical counter part of the Xray source seem to cover a distinct region in color magnitude space. We split the sources into a non X-ray emitting and in a potentially X-ray emitting population based on their Figure 7 . Color-magnitude distribution of UCAC4 sources within 3 from the X-ray positions. Sources outside 1 are plotted as black '+' symbols, sources within 0.5 are shown as blue '*' symbols. The separation between X-ray and non X-ray sources is indicated as red line. The radial distribution of both samples can be found in Fig.8 position in color magnitude space. The distribution of radial offsets to the X-ray position for the two subsamples are shown in Fig. 8 . The distribution of non X-ray emitters in black is consistent with a constant source density, indicated as a black line. The potential X-ray emitters are shown in blue. An excess of sources above the expectation of a constant source density is seen for small offsets within 1 . We find 160 (153) sources in excess of the background for offsets below 1 (0.75 ). We use this distribution to assign a probability of a source being an X-ray emitting UCAC4 source P * for all sources within 1 offset to the X-ray position and below the red line in color-magnitude space. The probabilities are calculated in bins of 15", and are the ratio of excess counts over total counts. The expected number of chance super positions is obtained from a fit to the histogram at distances greater 80" and forcing to be zero at zero distance and is indicated as a blue line in Fig. 8 . We find for the first four bins values of 0.970, 0.865, 0.456 and 0.140. Applied to 2RXS catalog within the DES-SV area, we note that only four out of ninety cluster candidates with P λ > 0.985 have P * > 0.86. The correlation between bright UCAC4 and 2RXS sources is not included in the creation of the random catalogs. Including those sources would result in a contamination of 3 to 5% additional to that expected from P λ alone.
Galaxy Cluster Sample
For each 2RXS position, we obtain for up to three peaks the probability that the source is not a random superposition P λ , the probability of the detection signal to noise P s being greater than null, the signal to noise S, the photometric redshift z, the photometric redshift uncertainty σ z , the richness measurement λ MCMF , the λ MCMF uncertainty σ λ and the galaxy density based positions and their offsets from the X-ray position. Additionally, we obtain the X-ray luminosity L X and the mass M 500 for each peak using the Xray count rate, the optically derived redshift and the scaling relations as previously described. Further, we estimate P * Figure 9 . Richness versus redshift distribution for the followup sample. Those RASS sources with P λ < 0.95, corresponding to more than 5 percent chance of being a false superposition, are shown in black, and those with P λ > 0.95 are color coded according to P λ .
for all 2RXS postitions. The distribution of the 1241 RASS sources in λ MCMF and redshift is shown in Fig. 9 . Those sources that have P λ < 0.95 are shown in black; given their measured richnesses and redshifts these sources are less then 2 σ inconsistent with the distribution of λ MCMF extracted from 1000 random lines of sight. Those above this threshold are color coded according to their significance in comparison with the random lines of sight.
Depending on the applied cuts in P λ and P s we find up to 100 cluster candidates out of 1241 RASS sources in the DES-SV footprint. The redshifts range from z = 0.05 to z = 0.79. Fig. 10 shows the distribution of RASS sources in redshift for different cuts in P λ and P s . Independent of the cut the cluster with the highest redshift stays in the Figure 10 . Redshift distribution of RASS clusters with cuts of P λ and P s > 0.98 in black, P λ and P s > 0.99 in blue and P λ and P s > 0.999 in red.
sample, indicating that this is a robust cluster detection. A prominent feature in the redshift distribution is visible at redshifts 0.1 < z < 0.15. This is likely a combination of the lower luminosity (mass) threshold corresponding to the 2XRS flux limit at low redshifts and true large scale structure, which is also visible in Fig. 1 . RASS candidates exceeding P λ and P s > 0.98 and P * < 0.1 can be found in Table 1 .
We find that the cluster candidate list for 2RXS contains some neighbouring sources that share the same optical counterpart. Thus, we carry out an additional filtering step where we examine all 2RXS sources within 5 of other sources and whose optical counterparts exhibit small differences in redshift ∆z < 0.04. Fourteen cases of multiple 2RXS sources associated with the same cluster are excluded, while two cases that may refer to distinct substructures are kept. Additionally, requiring the center of the optical counterpart to be within 1.5 selects 12 of the 14 multiple associations while correctly keeping 2RXS sources associated with distinct substructures. Further testing is needed to finalize the automation of this step, which will be important in studying the 2RXS catalog over very large solid angle.
As previously noted, the 2RXS catalog contains only sources that have detection likelihood parameter of at least 6.5, the additional cut of at least six source photons as in 1RXS was dropped. This likelihood or signal to noise threshold translates into a position dependent flux limit, depending on the local exposure time, galactic hydrogen column and observed background. Given the large variation in exposure times in the region we study there is a correspondingly large variation in the effective flux limit of the survey. This causes a luminosity-redshift distribution (Fig. 11 ) without a hard cut at a limiting flux. A flux cut, if preferred, can be applied as a post processing step.
Photo-z Performance
To test and calibrate our photometric redshifts we used two approaches. We first use the same spectroscopic sample as in section 3.4 to estimate a possible redshift dependent bias Figure 11 . The top panel contains the distribution of RASS+DES-SV clusters in luminosity-redshift space. The thin continuous (dashed) grey lines shows the flux limit of REFLEX (REFLEX II). The thick black lines show a flux limit 1/10 of these, indicating that our sample pushes to these flux limits. Below is the distribution of RASS+DES-SV clusters in richnessredshift space. The dashed line indicates 1/10 REFLEX II flux limit converted in λ MCMF using the luminosity λ MCMF relation with P cut = 0.99. The solid curves indicate the S = 3 limit for i=21.5 mag and i=22.1 mag. Black dots are 2RXS sources with S < 3. in our photometric redshifts and to measure the scatter of the redshift estimates about the true redshifts. Fig 12 con tains a plot of our photometric redshifts against the spectroscopic redshifts for this sample. To be as close as possible to the measurement method in the DES-SV area, we use the masses listed in Bleem et al. (2015) and the luminosity mass relation to create a virtual count rate, that we then use in our pipeline. Using the SPT based masses has the advantage of providing a homogeneous mass proxy over that sample. This allows us to probe the photo-z performance of the MCMF beyond the limitation of the depth of the RASS catalog. We find and account for a slight redshift dependent offset between spectroscopic and photometric redshifts of z spec = z phot * 0.941 + 0.01 for this sample of 29 clusters with spectroscopic redshifts. The redshift dependency seen here of 0.941 ± 0.017 might be surprising, given that our RS models are tuned using the same sample. But this redshift dependency can be partially explained due to the fact that the aperture, the used magnitude limit as well as the width of the RS model, change at each step in redshift. The aperture is connected to the assumed luminosity at the given redshift, which increases with redshift. Similarly, the allowed magnitude and color range of the sources considered in our matched filter increases with redshift due to the evolution on m * and measurement errors. All this can lead to the inclusion of faint cluster sources that were fainter or have colors that were slightly off from the RS model. All these effects cause a tendency for λ MCMF to peak at a redshift that is slightly higher than the redshift of the cluster, even though the RS model is correct at the true cluster redshift.
We apply this correction and probe richnesses up to a redshift of z = 1.1, expecting to get reliable redshifts out to z ≈ 1. The latter restriction comes from the difficulty to find and fit a peak if there are not enough points probing the drop in λ MCMF expected at redshifts beyond that of the cluster. Using this sample of 29 clusters with S > 3, we obtain a characteristic scatter σ ∆z/(1+z) = 0.010, using an outlier resistant standard deviation 1 . We note from our data that S > 2.5 appears to be sufficient to obtain good photo-z estimates, but at this lower signal to noise it appears there are also outliers at redshifts z > 1.
We also check whether known clusters in the SPT-East field give similar performance. We search the MCXC (Piffaretti et al. 2011), the BAX (Sadat et al. 2004 ) and the Abell (Abell 1958) catalogs and match the positions with our RASS catalog, using the position and count rate from 2RXS as input. All told, we find twelve clusters that have signal to noise S > 2.5. For those clusters we find a characteristic scatter of σ ∆z/(1+z) = 0.014.
Scaling Relations
We use the scaling relation between λ MCMF and luminosity or mass as a tool to understand selection effects and to test the basic properties of the sample. Contamination of the cluster sample by non-clusters will affect intrinsic scatter and other basic scaling relation parameters. With increasing cut in P λ and with the corresponding increasing in sample purity, we expect the intrinsic scatter to fall and scaling relation parameters to stabilize once a clean sample is obtained.
A well behaved scaling between λ MCMF and mass proxies can be expected by construction of our richness estimator. Figure 13 . Richness versus luminosity. All RASS sources with λ MCMF based detection probability P λ < 0.95 and statistical signal to noise S < 2.5 are shown in black. Those sources with P λ > 0.95 and S > 2.5 are color coded according to P λ .
However this is not crucial for the success of our confirmation process since P λ the main parameter for confirmation, completely works self consistent in λ MCMF space. This makes P λ more robust against changes in the scaling relations such as redshift evolution, which would affect all λ MCMF in the same way, leaving P λ unchanged. Due to its design as a conformation tool, there will always be other mass proxies available that are based on the method the original catalog is drawn from. Such proxies, like the X-ray luminosity in this work, will be considered as the main mass proxy for future analysis. The richness λ MCMF might be used as a secondary mass proxy if correlations are taken into account.
We stress here that the luminosities given here are based on a simplistic model with a fixed temperature and the X-ray fluxes typically within a fixed aperture of 5 arcmin diameter. Masses are derived from these luminosities using the Mantz et al. (2010b) scaling relation assuming that the measured flux corresponds to a measurement within r 500 . Masses of the SPT cluster sample are taken from Bleem et al. (2015) , while the λ MCMF is derived using a mock X-ray count rate as input. This count rate is derived from the mass, using the spectroscopic redshift and the mass-luminosity scaling relation with fixed temperature. These assumptions have to be taken into account when comparing to other publications, but in general these have only a small impact on MCMF performance.
We use here the assumption that the scaling relations follow a simple power law of the form
where λ MCMF is the scaled richness, A is the normalization, B is the power law index and x is either the scaled luminosity or mass. For the pivot of the scaling relations we choose 10 44 erg/s for the luminosity and 4 × 10 14 M for the mass based scaling relation. We scale our richness by dividing λ MCMF by 90. We fit our scaling relation model to the data using a maximum-likelihood method described in Kelly (2007) to find the best fit power law to our data, including log-normal intrinsic scatter, accounting for measurement errors in the x and y direction and the Malmquist-bias. We used the implementation described in Sommer & Basu (2014) that directly fits a power law to the data instead of transferring the prob- Table 1 . List of all 2RXS clusters with at least one peak in redshift exceeding P λ and P s > 0.98 and P * < 0.1. Multiple X-ray associations with the same optical cluster are excluded. Only the parameters related to the two peaks with highest value in P λ are shown. Table 1 -continued List of all 2RXS clusters with at least one peak in redshift exceeding P λ and P s > 0.98 and P * < 0.1. Multiple X-ray associations with the same optical cluster are excluded. Only the parameters related to the two peaks with highest value in P λ are shown. lem to log-log space to use the original implementation given in Kelly (2007) . The individual fit results for different selection cuts are listed in Table 2 . Intrinsic scatter is given in log-space using the natural logarithm. Fig. 13 contains a plot of the λ MCMF and X-ray luminosity distribution of the sample, where we have included not only the color-coded systems with high probability of being real P λ > 0.95 but also (in black) those systems that include contamination from false superpositions. There is no clear separation in the distribution, although there are many systems piled up in the low significance black points. This indicates that the scaling relation parameters will be sensitive to the significance cuts applied to the data.
In Fig. 14 is a plot of the dependency of the best fit scaling relation parameters on the selection parameter P cut , which is the minimum value in either P λ or P s that is applied in the sample selection. There is a suggestion that the intrinsic scatter shrinks with increasing P cut , which is increasing sample purity. For the λ MCMF -mass relation the intrinsic scatter becomes constant at P cut = 0.985. For the λ MCMF -luminosity relation the intrinsic scatter is constantly decreasing with increasing P cut , although the trend may not be significant for cut values above 0.985. But broadly speaking this analysis suggests that with sufficiently high P cut values one obtains a sample that exhibits scaling relations that are insensitive to the exact value of the cut.
While the slopes of the scaling relations seem to be robust against the chosen P cut , there is a somewhat different behavior exhibited by the SPT and RASS based λ MCMFmass relations. Fig. 15 shows these samples plotted, providing some insights into the slope differences. Overall, the RASS sample seems to be a reasonable extension of the SPT sample towards lower masses.
Cluster Catalog Contamination
With the information from MCMF, it is straightforward to characterize the contamination due to chance superposition of a non-cluster X-ray source with an optical cluster counterpart. As described in Section 3.8, we use followup of a large catalog of random positions to characterize the probability P λ of obtaining a particular richness λ MCMF as a function of redshift for our sample. The process of following up a candidate catalog and imposing a threshold value P cut in P λ of P cut = 0.97, for example, then implies that 3 percent of the candidate sources that are not clusters will be matched to Table 2 . Dependency of scaling relation parameters on the lower limit P cut applied to P λ and P s , for the λ MCMF -luminosity relation (L), λ MCMF -mass relation (M) of 2RXS sources and for the λ MCMF -mass relation for SPT clusters with spectroscopic redshifts (S). S min lists the lowest value of S in that sample, N the number of cluster candidates and Cont. the expected contamination by random superpositions based on Eq. 12 Figure 14 . Intrinsic scatter, normalization (A) and power law index (B) of the L-λ MCMF (black) and M-λ MCMF (red) scaling relation of RASS cluster candidates and M-λ MCMF scaling relation of SPT clusters (blue) against cut in P λ and P s . In case of SPT we adopt a lower cut in S corresponding to the minimum S found for RASS clusters at this cut in P λ and P s .
what are in actuality random superpositions. Thus, the final contamination fraction f c of the resulting MCMF cluster catalog depends on the threshold P cut and the contamination in the original candidate catalog. where the input candidate catalog contains N cand members of which N cont are non-cluster, and the final cluster catalog has N cat members (including any contamination that has slipped through). The 2RXS candidate catalog is highly contaminated, with only a small fraction of sources corresponding to real clusters. Approximately 22 percent of the sources are spurious, and roughly 90 percent of the real sources are either AGN or stars. Nevertheless, with an appropriate threshold in P λ it is possible to produce cluster catalogs with very low contamination. As an example, if we adopt P cut > 0.999 applied to the 1241 2RXS sources overlapping DES-SV, we find 39 clusters. Given these numbers, equation (12) indicated that we would expect a contamination fraction f c = 3 percent or that ∼ 1.2 of those 39 clusters in the output catalog are random superpositions. In Table 2 we list the expected contamination for the different selections used to investigate the dependency of the scaling relation on those cuts.
For eROSITA we expect the situation to be much better, indeed. The PSF size for the eROSITA survey is expected to be ∼ 25" half energy width, which is comparable to the PSF within the inner ring of ROSAT PSPC pointed observations. Vikhlinin et al. (1998) used the extent of Xray sources in his serendipitous survey to identify clusters, demonstrating a contamination of between ∼ 2 and 10 percent (depending on the flux limit) in a sample of somewhat more than 200 clusters. The application of MCMF to a input candidate catalog with 10 percent contamination would result in a final cluster catalog contamination fraction that is one to two orders of magnitude below the contaminations listed in Table 2 .
Centering
For each cluster candidate we estimate a center based on the galaxy density maps of RS galaxies at the cluster redshift. The maps are created using Voronoi Tessellation and smoothed with a 250 kpc kernel. The center position is the average between the position of the nearest density peak and the barycenter of the same peak, found by SExtractor.
The positional accuracy for point sources is measured for the RASS to be of 0.3 (Voges et al. 2000) . Despite the fact that most of the RASS clusters appear to be point like due to the large survey PSF of the RASS, the true surface brightness distribution is extended and can be of complex shape. Fig. 16 shows the distribution of offsets between galaxy based and X-ray based centers for the RASS cluster sample as well as the offset distribution between SunyaevZel'dovich effect (SZE; Sunyaev & Zel'dovich 1970) based and galaxy density based centers for the SPT cluster sample. The distribution of RASS center offsets is significantly broader than that of the SPT sample or that expected for RASS point sources.
Comparison to Other Cluster Catalogs
The DES-SV field used for this work is overlapped by the SPT survey area and the MCXC cluster catalog. Moreover, these DES-SV data have been used to construct a RedMaPPer cluster catalog. In this section we compare our RASS+DES-SV catalog to these other catalogs.
SPT-SZ Clusters
We find 56 SZE selected clusters from SPT in the investigated area, and 22 of these clusters have a RASS detection within 4 . These numbers will significantly increase once we extend our analysis to the full 2,500 deg 2 SPT-SZ survey region. Eight clusters fall below our selection criteria of P λ > 0.98 and P s > 0.98, but only four have P λ < 0.97. All four of these SPT clusters have redshifts z > 0.55 and all except one have offsets from the corresponding 2RXS source larger than 2 . Of these four systems, all but one is well detected in our optical cluster finder, but the λ MCMF falls in a range where there is a greater than 3 percent chance of a random superposition. The second lowest significance cluster out of these four clusters has an X-ray to SZE center offset of 1.3 , an SZE based mass estimate of M 500 = 3.76 × 10 14 M and a Figure 16 . Distribution of offsets between X-ray and galaxy density center (red) for the P cut >0.98 sample and between galaxy density center and SPT center (blue) for the SPT cluster sample. The peak of the distributions are normalized to one.
photo-z estimate of z= 0.76 ± 0.03. Our results for this cluster include a photo-z z = 0.706 and an X-ray based mass of M 500 = 4.0 × 10 14 M . Thus, we find consistent cluster parameters, although this falls near the lower limit for optical confirmation at that redshift.
Only one cluster match, SPT-CLJ0432-6150, falls significantly below the standard selection criteria and shows a small X-ray to SZE positional offset of 0.5 . The signal to noise of the optical counterpart is S = 2.4, and it exhibits significances of P λ = 0.64 and P s = 0.65 at a redshift of z = 0.63. The SPT based mass estimate is M 500 = (2.39 ± 0.65) × 10 14 M , and the photometric redshift is given as z=0.98 ± 0.07. Using the RASS X-ray count rate and the redshift from SPT, we obtain an X-ray based mass of M 500 = 3.5 × 10 14 M , which is consistent with the SZE based mass estimate. Based on the flux limit we see in Fig. 11 and using the Mantz et al. (2010b) scaling relation we expect a mass limit at z=0.98 of about M 500 = 5.2 × 10 14 M , which is clearly above the mass estimates from X-ray and SZE. So given the low significances of the z = 0.63 counterpart, if we had sufficiently deep optical data at this location, we would have likely identified the higher redshift counterpart and rejected the counterpart at z = 0.63.
To further clarify whether the cluster is a misidentified lower redshift cluster or a missed high-z cluster, we utilize the galaxy density map automatically created for each peak in λ MCMF and overlaid on the gr z pseudo-color image. Because the photometric redshift suggested in Bleem et al. (2015) would place the optical counterpart near our adopted depth limits, we relax our standard depth setting, effectively changing our magnitude limit from i = 21.8 to i = 22.1.
The λ MCMF versus redshift plot using this high-z extension can be seen in Fig. 17 . As one can see, the modified settings do indeed show a cluster candidate at a redshift of z ∼ 1.09 and a λ MCMF of 86 ± 40. For this redshift we obtain an X-ray based mass of 5.1 × 10 14 M , which is nearer to the flux limit induced mass of 5.7 × 10 14 M . However the λ MCMF supports a lower mass estimate of 3.2 × 10 14 M , closer to the SZE based mass estimate. The galaxy density contours of the peak at z=1.09 are in agreement with the Xray and SZE positions, supporting the high redshift cluster and disfavoring the z=0.63 structure. The differences between X-ray, SZE and λ MCMF based masses suggest that the X-ray flux is likely boosted by other sources, such as AGN or the observed structure at z=0.63. Our photometric redshift seems to be consistent with that presented in Bleem et al. (2015) within 2σ, while suggesting a slightly higher redshift for that cluster. This example illustrates the importance of having a strong positional prior (and to a lesser extent mass prior) when identifying optical counterparts of X-ray or SZE selected clusters.
As a further consistency check, we search for the highest mass RASS clusters missing in the SPT cluster sample. The cluster with the highest X-ray mass that does not have an SPT counterpart is at z = 0.76 and has a mass of M 500 = 4.6 × 10 14 M and a λ MCMF based mass estimate of M 500 = 4.1 × 10 14 M . This makes it also the second richest cluster that is missing. The richest cluster missing has a λ MCMF of 136, corresponding to mass of M 500 = 5.8×10 14 M using our best fit scaling relation. The X-ray based mass estimate is M 500 = 2.75 × 10 14 M , suggesting a significantly lower mass. Judging from Fig. 7 of (Bleem et al. 2015) , the cluster masses are in the range where the SPT cluster sample is only ∼50 percent complete. Finding a missing cluster is therefore not in contradiction with the expectations. The larger sample enabled by the extension of this work to the full survey will enable a detailed quantitative consistency test of the sample as applied in Saro et al. (2015) .
MCXC Clusters
The MCXC (Piffaretti et al. 2011) catalog is a meta-catalog of X-ray detected clusters of galaxies and combines various publicly available RASS based X-ray catalogs, such as NORAS (Böhringer et al. 2000) , REFLEX (Böhringer et al. 2004 ) and MACS (Ebeling et al. 2001) . We find seven matches between 2RXS and MCXC in our footprint, using a cross identification radius of 3 . The largest offset between 2RXS and MCXC matches is 1.5 , and the mean offset is 0.75 . We find for all except one of these matches significance values of S > 3, P λ > 0.78 and P s > 0.86.
The only match with S < 3 has significance values of S = 1.7, P λ = 0.35 and P s = 0.32. This is well below the threshold required to rule out a chance superposition or to consider it even a statistically significant detection. The MCXC catalog lists a mass of M 500 = 7 × 10 13 M and a redshift of z = 0.33. A cluster of that mass would have been detected at that location with S > 5. Optical investigation at the MCXC location does not show an obvious cluster counterpart. No additional X-ray data besides those from ROSAT were found for that location. This cluster was originally published in the southern SHARC catalog (Burke et al. 2003) , and is the only one in that catalog with a quality flag of three. We therefore conclude that this MCXC cluster is not a real cluster.
RedMaPPer Clusters
A natural source for comparison is the RedMaPPer catalog for the same region (Rykoff et al. 2016) . Although there are similarities between MCMF and RedMaPPer in the radial and color filter, there are a few things that may cause differences in the output catalogs. First, RedMaPPer is a cluster finder, while our code is tuned for cluster confirmation around X-ray positions. Also, in MCMF there is no recentering to the optical counterpart position. Our aper- ture for counting galaxies is defined by the mass implied by the X-ray luminosity. Further, we use independently derived RS models and data reduction pipelines. In the remainder of the section we focus in turn on (1) high significance 2RXS clusters from our catalog that are missing in the RedMaPPer catalog, (2) high λ RM RedMaPPer systems missing in our catalog, and then (3) 2RXS clusters from our catalog with RedMaPPer catalog counterparts. First, we search for 2RXS cluster candidates with P λ > 0.99 (there are 60 of these) that have no RedMaPPer cluster candidate within a distance of 2.5 . We find 14 such clusters, four of which lie outside the footprint of the RedMaPPer cluster catalog. In three cases, the 2RXS position has a offset of > 150 arcsec from the main galaxy density peak, which itself is consistent with a RedMaPPer cluster. In one case, the BCG was not correctly identified by RedMaPPer. Three clusters fall close to stars, where different masking strategies may have led to the non detections in the RedMaPPer catalog. One cluster, 2RXC J0426.5-6003 (z=0.06), falls below the lower redshift limit of z=0.1, applied to the RedMaPPer catalog. The neighbouring cluster 2RXC J0428.4-5349 at z=0.26 is not in the RedMaPPer catalog either. Both clusters are part of the region with three distinct redshift peaks shown in Fig. 4 and might have been excluded by RedMaPPer due to masking of bright cluster members in the low-z clusters. The last missing cluster 2RXC J0536.2-5847 was excluded from the RedMapper catalog because a large fraction of the cluster region was masked. We note that in our dataset the cluster region does not suffer from significant masking.
Second, we search for RedMaPPer clusters with λ RM > 60 that do not have a 2RXS cluster candidate having P λ > 0.99 within 4 . This is motivated by the observed offset distribution in Fig. 16 and the limits seen in Fig. 11 . We find 19 RedMaPPer clusters with a median redshift of z=0.59. This high median redshift already suggests that those system may be too high in redshift and to low in mass to be detected in 2RXS. The cluster with the highest richness missed by 2RXS has λ RM = 107, a redshift z RM = 0.76 and is the fifth highest redshift cluster without a 2RXS counterpart. A cluster of this richness and redshift is close to the detection limit of 2RXS, as can be seen in Fig. 11 . This is true even given the small systematic offset between λ RM and λ MCMF discussed in the following paragraph and given the intrinsic scatter between luminosity and richness. The same arguments hold for all clusters down to redshift 0.4, noting that the second richest missing cluster has only a richness of λ RM = 87 at z RM = 0.81. Concentrating on the low redshift range, we find five missing clusters with 0.26 < z RM < 0.43 with a range in richness of 60 < λ RM < 77. Three of them are in regions with RASS exposure times below half of the median exposure time. Another cluster lies in a region with 80% of the median exposure time. The remaining cluster that is not in a particularly low exposure time region has λ RM = 75 and z RM = 0.316. The nearest 2RXS source is 2RXC J0434.6-4726 that is 6 away from the RedMaPPer position. MCMF identifies this 2RXS candidate as a cluster with redshift of z MCMF = 0.310 and richness λ MCMF = 68 but assigns the optical center to a local over density of galaxies likely associated with the main cluster. In the current incarnation, MCMF simply searches for the nearest peak in the RS weighted galaxy density map. It does not perform any likelihood analysis to identify the most likely galaxy density peak associated with the cluster candidate given richness or luminosity. Otherwise, the code would have shown a large X-ray to optical offset, which would have indicated a likely correlated X-ray point source. In total, we do not see strong evidence for missing RedMaPPer clusters in 2RXS that should have been detected, but the large offset of 2RXC J0434.6-4726 is a failure mode that underscores the current limitations of MCMF.
Finally, we match the catalogs by searching for the nearest RedMaPPer counterpart that lies within 2.5 of each of our clusters. Requiring λ RM > 15 and S > 2.5, we find 73 matches. Restricting the catalog to λ RM > 20 as suggested by Rykoff et al. (2016) , we find 60 matches. Note that the RedMaPPer catalog only exists for δ > −61 • . The corresponding redshift scatter is σ ∆z/(1+z) = 0.011 for both of these catalogs. Given that the same raw data are used in both cases, this scatter reflects the differences in the algorithms, indicating that there is good agreement between the two codes. Fig. 19 contains a comparison of the richnesses we measure λ MCMF versus the RedMaPPer richnesses λ RM . Although we developed our code to enable a precise and quantitative selection of the optical counterpart with different radial and color weighting than the RedMaPPer algorithm, the λ MCMF 's we measure are clearly well correlated to λ RM . The upcoming larger RASS selected sample from the full DES dataset will enable a more extensive comparison.
Considering all matches with λ RM > 20 and |z MCMF − z RM |/(1 + z RM ) < 0.04, we find a median offset between RedMaPPer and 2RXS positions of 1.65 . For the same sample we find an offset between our optical centers to RedMaPPer centers of about 0.33 and between our centers and 2RXS of 1.15 . If we restrict the comparison to the P λ and P s > 0.98 sample, we find 41 matches. Here the median offset between RedMaPPer and 2RXS reduces to 1.1 and is only marginally larger than the median offset between 2RXS and our centers of 1 . The median offset between RedMaPPer and our centers stay at 0.33 for this sub-sample. The lower average offset of our centers to 2RXS can be explained by two effects. First our method simply searches for peaks towards the 2RXS sources, while the RedMaPPer centers are found independently. A second argument is the potential problem of the RedMaPPer algorithm to find the BCG candidate for very low redshift systems where saturation and blending effects may play an important role. Our algorithm uses smoothed density maps, which allows us to recover the correct cluster center even when the brightest cluster members are saturated or blended.
In summary, we see very good agreement between the characteristics of the matched sample of RedMaPPer clusters and our own, three examples of 2RXS systems not making it into the RedMaPPer catalog, and a case of a 2RXS system that could be an X-ray point source that has been associated with a clump of RS galaxies that lie in the outskirts of a larger optical system identified by RedMaPPer. The analysis of the 2RXS cluster sample extracted from the full DES region will allow more precise cross checks with RedMaPPer.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we present our multi-component matched filter cluster confirmation method MCMF and apply it to the 2RXS X-ray source catalog (Boller et al. 2016 ) using the DES-SV optical dataset. We identify optical counterparts using the overdensity of galaxies having colors consistent with the RS, extracting richnesses λ MCMF and photometric redshifts, and then quantifying the probability that the identified counterpart is a random superposition of an unassociated optical system. We present a catalog of 88 RASS selected, MCMF confirmed clusters that cover a redshift range from 0.05 < z < 0.8 and a mass range of 2 × 10 13 to 2 × 10 15 M . With our MCMF method we follow up sources that are as much as ten times fainter than the typical sources previously used to identify RASS galaxy cluster samples. When restricting to more conservative cuts of P cut >0.999, we find 39 clusters with an expected contamination of 3%, which is about ten times the number of identified REFLEX clusters within the same footprint. The contamination of the cluster catalog by random superpositions can be directly derived from the catalog, given the adopted P cut , which enables one to use MCMF to create cluster catalogs with the desired contamination.
In addition to following up RASS selected sources, we follow up SPT selected clusters, creating mock X-ray count rates using the SZE based masses presented for these clusters (Bocquet et al. 2015; Bleem et al. 2015) . This enables a test of the photometric redshifts from our method using a sample of 29 spectroscopically confirmed SPT selected clusters. Photometric redshifts for our cluster candidates reach a characteristic accuracy of < σ z /(1 + z) >≈ 0.010. This performance is comparable to that of other cluster finding codes such as RedMaPPer. Moreover, the λ MCMF -mass distribution of SPT clusters nicely follows the behavior of the mostly lower mass systems identified using our MCMF confirmed RASS selected clusters.
We compare our MCMF confirmed 2RXS cluster sample to several other existing catalogs over the same portion of the sky. These include SPT, MCXC and RedMaPPer. We could find no clear evidence of SPT clusters missing in the 2RXS sample or high mass 2RXS clusters missing in the SPT sample. All MCXC systems were confirmed, save for one system that was flagged as a problematic cluster candidate in the original SHARC survey. A direct comparison between the RedMaPPer sample and ours enables another test. We find a single 2RXS+MCMF system that appears to be an X-ray point source associated with RS galaxies in the outskirts of a larger optical system identified by RedMaPPer. The cross-matched 2RXS+MCMF and RedMaPPer catalog allow further tests of our photometric redshifts. The two sets of redshifts are in good agreement, exhibiting scatter similar in scale to that seen when we compare to spectroscopic redshifts. Because in this case the same raw optical data are used for both catalogs, this good agreement is a test only of the differences between the methods and therefore measures only one component of the photometric redshift error. Finally, there is a strong correlation between the RedMaPPer richnesses λ RM and λ MCMF .
Using the best fit luminosity-λ MCMF scaling relation, we show that the cluster sample is primarily RASS limited out to a redshift z ∼ 0.9 within the DES-SV dataset. Given that DES-SV does not reach the full expected DES depth, this implies that a complete RASS cluster confirmation of the DES area does not require the final DES dataset. Using the average source density of RASS and our cuts for optical counterpart significance, we estimate that we will obtain a cluster sample of 1500 to 2500 clusters over the full DES area. The sample would be one of the largest homogeneously X-ray selected cluster samples in the southern hemisphere and likely remain so until the forthcoming launch of eROSITA. A cosmological analysis of our MCMF sample would be improved by a re-extraction of X-ray properties and improved calibration of the relevant mass-observable relations.
